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Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is an Alphavirus of the Togaviridae family that is transmitted by mosquitoes of the genus

Aedes. The virus causes acute febrile illness in infected people, which frequently leads to chronic debilitating polyarthritis

and polyarthralgia. Most of the symptoms resolve after 10 days, but polyarthralgia can persist for months or years, and

severe symptoms, such as encephalitis, hemorrhagic disease and mortality, have also been described.
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1. Vaccinia Virus and the Success against Smallpox

Smallpox is a highly contagious disease that has plagued humankind as one of the most lethal pandemics, with a

persistent and universal impact on the human population since its probable emergence in the first irrigated agricultural

settlements. Nearly one billion deaths have been attributed to variola virus, with approximately 300–500 million deaths in

the 20th century . This pathogen severely altered the course of history at different times, contributing to the decline of

some human civilizations, with a 30% mortality rate . Early efforts to protect people against severe forms of smallpox by

inoculation with smallpox scabs and/or pus (variolation) have been historically documented from medieval times in China

and India. From these cultures, the variolation technique slowly extended to southwestern Asia, Japan, the Middle East

and the Ottoman Empire, and arrived later to Africa, Europe and European colonies around the world . Although

immunization by variolation was a reasonably effective and preventive medical procedure against smallpox, some

subjects inoculated with these secretions from infectious variola virus became seriously ill or died. In addition, these

individuals could initiate smallpox outbreaks in susceptible populations.

After the low vulnerability of milkmaids to smallpox was observed in rural areas of European countries, Edward Jenner

and other English, Dutch and German physicians inoculated different study subjects with fluid extracted from pustules on

the hands and arms of cowpox- or horsepox-infected milkmaids . This prophylactic measure was so successful that

inoculation with pustule fluid quickly spread in most European countries, their overseas colonies and the newly

independent United States of America (USA), starting the era of prophylactic vaccines. A remarkable historic episode in

this field was the first mass vaccination campaign against smallpox, launched by Spain in 1803. In this expedition, 22

orphan boys from Galicia were utilized during the sea voyage as successive carriers of the Jenner vaccine to America. In

addition, the expedition also carried scientific instruments and Spanish translations of one recent book on vaccination to

be distributed to the local vaccine commissions, organized by the expedition members as they visited the different

territories . Other independent initiatives to vaccinate the American population were also successful. For example, Dr.

Benjamin Waterhouse introduced the vaccine in Boston, and the vaccine was brought to California in 1817 by Russian

merchants who obtained it in Peru .

The isolation of pustule fluids from very heterogeneous origins in different European countries and their random exchange

throughout the 19th century generated complex mixtures of a vaccine . The main vaccine utilized in the massive

worldwide vaccination program organized by the WHO that eradicated smallpox was vaccinia virus (VACV) .
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immunization by variolation was a reasonably effective and preventive medical procedure against smallpox, some

subjects inoculated with these secretions from infectious variola virus became seriously ill or died. In addition, these

individuals could initiate smallpox outbreaks in susceptible populations.

After the low vulnerability of milkmaids to smallpox was observed in rural areas of European countries, Edward Jenner

and other English, Dutch and German physicians inoculated different study subjects with fluid extracted from pustules on

the hands and arms of cowpox- or horsepox-infected milkmaids . This prophylactic measure was so successful that

inoculation with pustule fluid quickly spread in most European countries, their overseas colonies and the newly

independent United States of America (USA), starting the era of prophylactic vaccines. A remarkable historic episode in

this field was the first mass vaccination campaign against smallpox, launched by Spain in 1803. In this expedition, 22

orphan boys from Galicia were utilized during the sea voyage as successive carriers of the Jenner vaccine to America. In

addition, the expedition also carried scientific instruments and Spanish translations of one recent book on vaccination to

be distributed to the local vaccine commissions, organized by the expedition members as they visited the different

territories . Other independent initiatives to vaccinate the American population were also successful. For example, Dr.

Benjamin Waterhouse introduced the vaccine in Boston, and the vaccine was brought to California in 1817 by Russian

merchants who obtained it in Peru .

The isolation of pustule fluids from very heterogeneous origins in different European countries and their random exchange

throughout the 19th century generated complex mixtures of a vaccine . The main vaccine utilized in the massive

worldwide vaccination program organized by the WHO that eradicated smallpox was vaccinia virus (VACV) .

3. Third-Generation Smallpox Vaccines: MVA

At this point, the development of attenuated smallpox vaccines for people with contraindications to traditional smallpox

vaccines was required. Among other approaches, the wild-type chorioallantois VACV Ankara (CVA) strain was serially

passaged on chick embryo fibroblasts over 516 times during late 1950s and early 1960s, and renamed the modified

vaccinia virus Ankara (MVA) strain . In addition, during the 1970s, the process continued, and MVA reached more than

570 passages. During this long in vitro passage, six major deletions and multiple other alterations were identified in this

new modified vaccinia virus Ankara (MVA) strain when compared to the genome of its parental CVA . For example, 124

MVA open reading frames (ORFs) encode proteins that contain one or various amino acid exchanges or

insertions/deletions compared with the gene products encoded by orthologous CVA ORFs . These changes severely

impede the replication of MVA in mammalian cells, but not in chick embryo fibroblasts . In mammalian cells, an MVA

replication blockade occurs after immature virions are formed; thus, virus-infected cells express and accumulate high

levels of MVA-encoded proteins, allowing MVA to have a good immunogenicity profile and diminished virulence in

mammalian hosts . In some specialized cells, such as macrophages and dendritic cells that do not allow late gene

expression, antigen generation is low . Overall, MVA is generally referred to as a nonreplicating viral vector in human

cells. Therefore, MVA is an alternative smallpox vaccine  that was used in Germany in the 1970s, close to the end of

the WHO smallpox campaign , and was approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) on 24 September

2019, to prevent both smallpox and monkeypox. It was also approved for human use under specifications against

smallpox in Europe by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and in Canada. In addition, MVA can be lyophilized, which

allows for easier and less expensive transportation, storage and distribution without cold chains, which are essential

requirements in developing countries, where transport and health infrastructures are deficient. Moreover, recombinant

MVA has also been used in several preclinical and human clinical trials as a vaccine candidate against numerous human

infectious diseases, such as HIV/AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis, hepatitis C, emerging viruses (such as chikungunya, Zika

and Ebola) and even against several tumors . All these preclinical and clinical trials convert MVA into a reliable

vaccine platform that can be used against any viral pathogen.

4. History, Pathology and Structure of Chikungunya Virus

Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is an Alphavirus of the Togaviridae family that is transmitted by mosquitoes of the genus

Aedes . The virus causes acute febrile illness in infected people, which frequently leads to chronic debilitating

polyarthritis and polyarthralgia. Most of the symptoms resolve after 10 days, but polyarthralgia can persist for months or

years , and severe symptoms, such as encephalitis, hemorrhagic disease and mortality, have also been described .

This arboviral pathogen was discovered in Tanzania under British colonial administration in 1952 . In the following

years, several outbreaks were identified in other British colonies in Africa, probably facilitated by the political and

commercial relations between the different British territories. Later, this pathogen caused frequent epidemics in Africa and

Asia from the 1960s to the 1980s . The relative inactivity of this virus for the following 15 years ended in 2005 with an
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explosive epidemic in the French overseas department of La Réunion and other Indian Ocean islands, with more than

700,000 cases and 250 deaths . In 2006, several million people were affected by this pathogen in a new massive

outbreak in India . Since then, CHIKV has expanded rapidly to practically all tropical and subtropical regions of the

world , with increasing severity compared with that previously reported . In recent years, Italy and other European

countries have also reported CHIKV outbreaks . Therefore, morbidity due to this virus is a serious threat to global

health, making CHIKV a high-priority emerging pathogen .

The CHIKV capsid encloses an approximately 12-kb single-stranded, positive-sense RNA genome that codes for two

large polyproteins  ( Figure 1 A). The first is the nonstructural P1234 precursor, which is autocatalytically processed by

the C-terminal domain of nonstructural protein 2 (nsP2), releasing the four multifunctional nsP proteins. Moreover, the

maturation of the structural polyprotein involves three different proteases. First, the capsid (C) is autocatalytically

released, and later, two host proteases (the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) signal peptidase and furin proteases) generate

the 6K transmembrane and the three E1, E2, and E3 envelope proteins .

Figure 1. CHIKV genome organization and MVA-CHIKV vaccine candidate. (A) CHIKV genome. CHIKV has a single-

stranded, positive-sense RNA genome of approximately 11.8 kb in length. It has 2 open reading frames (ORFs) separated

by an untranslated junction region. One ORF encodes for a polyprotein, which is the precursor of the nonstructural

proteins nsP1, nsP2, nsP3 and nsP4. The second ORF encodes the structural proteins capsid (C), envelope 1 (E1) and

envelope 2 (E2) and 2 small peptides, E3 and 6K. The genome has 5′cap structures and a 3′poly A tail. (B) Electron

microscopy image of an MVA virus particle bound to the cell membrane, produced at 12 hpi in primary chicken embryo

fibroblast cells, following methods described previously (scale bar 50 nm) . (C) MVA-CHIKV vaccine candidate. The

different HindIII restriction fragments of the MVA genome are indicated by green boxes and in capital letters, as described

, with the left and right terminal regions shown in black. Deletions of genes C6L, K7R and A46R in the MVA-CHIKV

genome are also indicated. The CHIKV structural genes C, E3, E2, 6K and E1 driven by the strong synthetic early/late

(sE/L) virus promoter  inserted within the VACV TK viral locus (J2R) are indicated .
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